SEC does new rules to control market volatility

Market bounces of 10% or more seem excessive. So new rules to slow down runaways. And that was breaking news.

News Alert: SEC announces new circuit breakers to stop market chaos 06:29 PM EDT Tuesday, May 18, 2010
---------------------

The Securities and Exchange Commission announced new measures Tuesday to avoid a repeat of the dramatic market swoon earlier this month, saying trading should be halted in any stock if its value dives more than 10 percent in 5 minutes. The new measures were taken because existing circuit breakers were outdated and didn't work on May 6, when the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 1,000 points in minutes.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com: http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/SFBD1U/UNMO1/TLYM4O/GPV11C/7D0II/GX/t

Computers trading can go into 'death' spirals.
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First search got 5 tweets. Not a real biggy.
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